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4th Newsletter
ouRouters were busy and have several updates for you! Key milestones are wrapped-up in this 4th newsletter.
Want to find more? Contact us or visit our website

Citizen cultural heritage:
toolkit for teachers

The citizen cultural
heritage strategy has
been published!

Go check the amazing
videos created by the
students

The toolkit for teachers was specially developed to
support teachers inside and outside the classroom
to ignite the delegation of Intangible cultural
heritage and European values. It is a
comprehensive guide based on the description of
the main concepts linked to cultural heritage,
followed my suggestions of many activities that
teachers can use to enhance students’ awareness
of their local and European traditions. .

In ouRoute, around 200 stakeholders from the
schools, the scientific partners, the local
associations from the cultural and creative sector
and the local authorities have launched a series of
initiatives, from 2019 to 2021, for sensitizing
students on the value of both local and European
cultural heritage and how it can be a key element
for the construction of the “collective identity” and
a guarantee for the social, economic and…

The students answered to the ouRoute call and
have been creating and uploading videos at the
ouRoute hub.
Students from Italy, Spain and Portugal have been
exploring their cultural heritage and designing
their own and unique route by making amazing
videos around their cities. Several videos have
already been uploaded in the ouRoute hub....
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